Regulator guidance
Tumi Atolagbe discusses the need for guidance in areas such as emerging technologies.
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Carrying out an objective assessment of the justification for requesting and processing this data therefore remains essential.
Editorial: The coronavirus privacy dilemma

2020 is proving to be a challenging year for the world. Right from the start, news of horrific bush fires in Australia were followed by warnings that World War III was imminent. And now we have the coronavirus. The scale and severity of the disease is not unprecedented but the level of panic around it seems to be. As a consequence, extreme measures to handle the situation appear to have become the norm in a very short period of time. Some of those measures have a direct impact on people’s privacy. In some places, the whole population is being subject to intense surveillance while the medical data of those infected with the virus is widely shared across organisations and countries. It may well be in the name of saving the planet from a deadly epidemic, but is it truly necessary and is it the right thing to do?

The privacy implications of the attempts to control the spread of coronavirus have become particularly visible in Asia. Once this global crisis is finally under control, China will likely be commended for the clinical efficiency with which it eventually managed to suppress an outbreak that could have affected billions of people. But that will certainly come at a cost. There are reports of ‘epidemic maps’ showing the precise location of confirmed and suspected cases in real time so people can avoid going to the same places. There is even an app that lets users check if they have been on a train or plane with someone who contracted the virus. These are indeed effective measures, but they require the collection and dissemination of detailed medical data at a massive scale. Similarly, innovative approaches to tackling the problem have been adopted in Korea and Singapore, and on the whole, they appear to have had success despite the wide and obvious privacy intrusions.

The nature of this dilemma suggests that the right approach must lie in finding the right balance. The right to privacy is not an absolute right, even in Europe. Regulators and courts know that, and their decisions reflect the reality that some interferences with the right to privacy are compatible with the law. The jurisprudence around cases that involve the ability of public authorities to interfere with the fundamental right to privacy in the interests of national security or public safety has consistently demonstrated that it is possible to find a reasonable balance. The numerous and complex rulings of the Court of Justice of the European Union on these types of cases tend to focus on two concepts: necessity and proportionality. So these parameters will also be applicable to the sharing and dissemination of coronavirus-related personal data.

Where does this leave us in practice? In an employment context, for example, how far can employers go in terms of monitoring their employees’ health, finding out about their exposure to the disease and making business-wide decisions on that basis? In Italy, the biggest coronavirus hotspot outside Asia so far, the data protection authority is adamant that employers must refrain from demanding that their employees disclose personal data related to the coronavirus and their health. European data protection law may allow the collection and use of this data - either by relying on the necessity to comply with a legal obligation or even substantial public interest - but long-standing obligations regarding transparency, fairness, purpose limitation and data minimisation will continue to apply. Carrying out an objective assessment of the justification for requesting and processing this data therefore remains essential.

Data gathering and data sharing in the context of the fight against the coronavirus presents a global test for privacy frameworks around the world. Privacy and data protection laws cannot and should not get in the way of a common-sense approach to saving lives. For that reason, all such frameworks allow the use and sharing of data when necessary for that purpose. At the same time, the parameters set out in the law cannot be ignored - even at times of crisis. Disproportionate decisions and measures are often the result of knee-jerk reactions, and when that happens at a global scale, everyone is at risk - no matter how often you wash your hands.
How to plan a global privacy program: Five critical success factors to consider

If you fail to plan, you plan to fail.’ A global privacy program rollout is a considerable undertaking with multiple moving parts, and a realistic and effective plan will help with the understanding of the scale and scope of the project and increase the ability to successfully deliver the privacy program globally. Toks Oyegunle, Managing Consultant at Privacy Lyceum, provides insight into how to plan and implement a successful global privacy program, and what factors must be considered throughout this process.

When planning, or implementing, a privacy program, it is helpful to use a simple five-factor framework as a basis to discuss key areas that need to be considered, questions that must be asked, and facts that should be established to ensure success. These five factors are:

1. the foundation (team, vision, mission, and strategy);
2. the organisation (structure, culture, and geography);
3. the law (regulations, compliance, and risks);
4. the tools (productivity tools, systems, and privacy frameworks); and
5. the deliverables (training, data mapping, gap analysis, and reports)

The foundation: team, vision, mission, and strategy
The foundation represents the starting point of the project, the fundamental issues that must be clarified before you start the rollout of your global privacy program. As we start, there are a few things we need to put in place: we need a team in place to do the work; a vision to guide us to the successful destination; a mission to keep us on track; and a strategy to detail what exactly we plan to do to get the vision actualised.

The Team
The team is probably the best place to start, as here the goal is to establish who will be included in the team, what will they be doing, and why. Think of the team as the group of people tasked with the responsibility to deliver this project globally. Let us start with the team leadership. Some organisations are more mature than others, and may have more established privacy management and privacy processes, for example they may already have a Chief Privacy Officer, a data protection officer, or a similar role tasked with the leadership of this function. In this case, the task starts with this individual and they will probably have a team in place. In most cases, the privacy teams tend to be small, so this individual may only have a few other people in their team.

What if you do not have an established privacy office, or there is currently no role tasked with the leadership of privacy in the organisation? This does happen quite regularly due to the relatively new status of privacy compared to other organisational functions, and if this is the case with your organisation, do not panic, but realise you will need a team that is set up specifically to deliver this privacy program. In this case, there will probably be a project sponsor that initiates this and ideally this will be a relatively senior resource. The role of the project sponsor is important, as is the executive approval they have for the project. This is because it will have a direct impact on the project budget which feeds directly into the ability to staff the team with the right resources. The project sponsor...
may be a strategic team member, but not necessarily an operational one. While they may attend steering committee meetings and receive executive briefings, they will probably not be involved in the day-to-day running of this project, however, this is the first resource required to start to build the team.

You would also need someone who would drive this project across the organisation globally, they will really be doing the job of a program/project manager as a global privacy program is a program consisting of multiple privacy projects spread across different locations. Therefore, regarding the team you need someone at the executive level as a project sponsor, you need someone at the management or senior management level as the program manager, and then you need privacy managers and privacy analysts to do the day-to-day operational side of the project. The number of people required in the core team will be a function of your organisational size and structure. If you are doing everything centrally and the organisation is large, then you need a bigger team, on the other hand if you have a decentralised structure with resources also deployed locally, then your central team can be smaller as you can delegate tasks to the decentralised units.

**Vision**
With a team in place, there is a need for a clear vision. Ideally, this should be a privacy vision statement that documents a future state for the organisation regarding privacy. This is not a long document, but a brief statement of a paragraph or two that describes how the organisation sees itself regarding privacy in the future. Simply put, the vision statement describes where, as an organisation, you are going regarding privacy, including privacy governance and privacy operations.

**Mission**
Alongside the privacy vision statement, there is a need for a privacy mission statement. The privacy mission statement should capture what the organisational mission regarding privacy is. Many people confuse a vision statement with a mission statement, assuming that they are the same thing, but they are different. The vision is where you are going, and ultimately, the vision is a destination, a future state to achieve. The mission is what you do daily to get you to that desired destination. For example, the vision shows a tangible, quantifiable result, while the mission captures the intangible aspects, like attitude and beliefs, required to achieve the vision.

**Strategy**
The privacy strategy is quite important as it is a document that will take the desired vision, coupled with the chosen mission, and use them as a basis to create a realistic plan that can successfully actualise the vision. The strategy will detail the sequence of activities, tasks, and deliverables required to get us from the current state today, to the desired state in the future. When this is done properly your global privacy program becomes increasingly clear with project deliverables, project timelines, and resources required becoming much easier to identify.

**The organisation: structure, culture, and geography**
The goal of a global privacy program is to implement a new normal regarding privacy across your organisation globally. In line with this, you need a firm understanding of your organisation from the onset. This section discusses a few aspects of the organisation that are critical to success.

**Structure**
How is your organisation currently structured globally? This is a question that you need to ask and understand as you need an approach that works with the current structure. Some organisations have a very strong centre, they adopt a head office model where everything tends to be managed centrally, and
if this is the case it is very likely that the privacy program will need to be managed centrally too. Alternatively, there are organisations that adopt a more distributed structure where the units are more autonomous, or they report to regional head offices. If this is the case, you may need to adapt your program accordingly. It will be helpful to understand where your organisation fits into the two extremes, between a strong centre and a weak centre, and think about how this will impact your privacy program.

**Culture**
The organisational culture is another factor that needs to be understood and managed effectively. Is it a well-entrenched bureaucratic culture, typical of large mature organisations with an established order? Or do you have an organisation that is less structured and more open to innovation? Is the culture resistant to change, as opposed to an organisation where change is embraced? Rolling out a new privacy program globally is a change management project, so a firm understanding of how the organisation reacts and adapts to change is required for success. Without understanding and aligning with the culture, you may find that you come across some resistance, or that the project is not received very well, simply because it has not been packaged or presented the way that your stakeholders are used to and expect. Ensure you understand the culture and make sure that as you roll your privacy program out, and that you are aligning it to the culture of the organisation as it already exists across different locations.

**Geography**
Geography is used here to refer to the geographical spread of the organisation. Ideally you would start with a verified list of all the entities in the organisation, their addresses, and details of their leadership. Some organisations have 20 subsidiaries across five countries, some may have 100 subsidiaries across 30 or 50 countries. Irrespective of what it is, it is a metric you must identify and document because it feeds directly into the next factor we will discuss, which is the law.

**The law: regulations, compliance, and risks**
The law is a major driver of the privacy industry, indeed the recent spurt of growth and interest in privacy globally is synonymous with the implementation of the General Data Protection Regulation (Regulation (EU) 2016/679) (GDPR). This section will discuss the law within the context of your global privacy program.

**Regulations**
Privacy laws are typically established by countries or regions to protect the personal data and rights of their citizens and residents, for example the GDPR in the European Union and the California Consumer Privacy Act of 2018 (CCPA) in California. Major organisations, on the other hand, tend to have global operations conducted by different entities domiciled in different countries. It is necessary to know all the relevant privacy laws applicable to your organisation, which can be deduced partly from a list of countries you are physically operational in, in addition to an overview of the markets you serve, whether you have a physical presence there or not.

Since the introduction of the GDPR in 2018, there has been a flurry of activity in the privacy law space with many countries and regions coming up with their own similar regulations, such as the Law No. 13.709 of 14 August 2018, General Personal Data Protection Law (as amended by Law No. 13.853 of 8 July 2019) (LGPD) in Brazil. Additionally, many countries in Africa and the Asia-Pacific have new privacy laws, and there are many states in the US with new privacy laws at different stages of development. The landscape for privacy laws globally is increasingly dynamic, and there is a need for privacy professionals to be on top of this by understanding what laws are relevant to their organisations and why, because this is what will drive your global privacy compliance efforts.

**Compliance**
One of the key deliverables from your global privacy program will be compliance with applicable privacy laws. Your ability to be compliant will be influenced by your ability to understand the relevant laws you must be compliant with and what compliance with each law requires. The key question to ask here is, what laws need to be complied with, and what is needed to demonstrate compliance with these laws. The answer is typically a matrix which clarifies areas of focus for the project. Consider what compliance means to your organisation and what is your understanding of being compliant with a specific regulation?

Different business models require different approaches to compliance personalised for them. There is a need to review and agree on what being compliant looks like for your organisation and how do you intend to demonstrate compliance once it is achieved.

Defining privacy compliance globally can indeed be challenging, especially with the proliferation of multiple privacy laws across different jurisdictions. An approach many organisations have taken is to use their GDPR-compliance project as the privacy compliance reference point, and to tweak this in line with the different requirements of other privacy laws they need to comply with globally. Indeed, there is a school of thought that believes that because the GDPR is a robust regulation with an increased focus on accountability, adopting GDPR-compliance as a preliminary global privacy compliance standard is a good risk management strategy.

**Risks**
It is impossible to discuss a global privacy program without exploring risks when the very nature of the project is broadly to comply with privacy regulation to mitigate regulatory and financial risk. Most of the newer privacy regulations provide for regulatory sanctions and significant financial penalties in the event of data breaches, amongst other events. As you progress with the privacy program rollout globally, you will no doubt highlight various risks across the organisation. It may be helpful to create a risk register of all risks, and categorise all risks using a standard risk scoring methodology, which will enable appropriate risk assessment and prioritisation. Consider the relevant mitigation actions required for each identified risk and establish who the risk owners are and how the risk mitigation process will be managed. Organisations must realise that customers are increasingly aware of privacy issues and the rights they have regarding their personal data, the constant breaches announced in the news, and the subsequent fines have sensitised the public into how organisations are using their personal data.

**The tools: productivity tools, systems, and privacy frameworks**
As part of the global privacy program rollout, you will need various tools to get the job done, some of which will help you work more effectively, while others will make you work more efficiently. This section explores some tools you should consider to increase your chances of success.

**Productivity tools**
Let us explore the productivity tools that will be helpful as you embark on the global privacy program rollout. A global privacy program rollout is a program consisting of multiple projects, and there is the need for a good project
management tool. Using a tool to manage resources, milestones, deliverables, and deadlines will help you retain overall oversight and control of what is happening globally at any point in time. Please note things can get complex very quickly as you try to manage different projects, different people, and different deadlines across different countries and time zones, and your project management system will help to keep this manageable. A few other tools that will come in handy and will help you to systematise the global rollout include templates, checklists, scripts, and question and answer documents. You need various email and communication templates that are sent to stakeholders at different stages of each project, you need checklists to clarify what needs to be done at each stage and in what order, you need scripts that will be used to deliver webinars and workshops, and you will need question and answer documents to help people get their questions answered before they need to ask. Do not underestimate the importance of these tools to the success of your project, they are simple tools with a significant impact.

**Systems**

The growth of the privacy industry has seen an explosion in privacy technology, and we now have many vendors offering systems to help with every aspect of privacy operations and management. From data discovery through to data mapping, from data subject access request ("SAR") management to consent management, from cookies management to incident response, from privacy policy/notice management to vendor management and risk management, there are software solutions that can help you. If you want increased insight into what tools are out there, there is a Gartner report that collates and categorises privacy management tools and would be a good place to start.

A decision you need to consider early on is whether you will do your global privacy program manually or whether you will invest in a software solution. An appropriate system has multiple benefits, for example, they offer automation which helps you to get more done in less time, a huge plus when you are taking a program globally. Many tools also offer systems integration which means they can interact with your existing technology landscape and automatically help you with data discovery, data mapping, and even dealing with SARs from the public.

**Privacy frameworks**

Adopting the right privacy framework is quite important as this is a tool that will help to provide structure and direction to your privacy program. Think of a framework as an approach, a set of principles or guidelines that help to direct the correct implementation of your privacy program. There are various frameworks available and you will need to select one that is a good fit for your organisation. Many would argue that the GDPR itself provides a framework that you can use for your privacy program, but then, so does the CCPA. There are other privacy or data protection management frameworks that you may use. The important thing is to use your knowledge of your organisation, its geography, and culture, to guide the appropriate choice of the framework.

**The deliverables: training, data mapping, gap analysis, and reports**

There is a need for tangible deliverables from your privacy program, namely: how will you showcase the results of your hard work and what will you deliver to your stakeholders at the end of each project. With the increased emphasis on accountability required by the GDPR, organisations must now demonstrate compliance, and this is achieved with increased actions and documentation which will form most of the deliverables from your privacy program.

**Training**

Most privacy programs will include a requirement for privacy training or data protection training across the organisation. There is also a need for a comprehensive privacy awareness campaign which serves to increase the general awareness of staff regarding privacy matters and any imminent changes in privacy law. Privacy training is ideally delivered in a two-fold approach. Initially, some general privacy training should be arranged for all employees irrespective of their role, as this should provide the general basics of privacy within the context of the organisation. It helps employees understand the new privacy expectations and culture that is being propagated. In addition to this, is the need for role specific privacy training where detailed privacy education is provided within the context of the role the employee has within the organisation. The awareness campaigns may be delivered via flyers, screen savers, posters, newsletter articles, and webinars, amongst other available options.

**Gap analysis**

The gap analysis phase of your privacy project will no doubt uncover some privacy gaps and risks that need to be rectified. They will vary and may range from outdated privacy policies that need rewriting, to websites that need new consent clauses or specific systems that require a comprehensive security review. These will need to be documented as some will trigger new remediation projects. The documentation of these gaps is critical as it demonstrates the results of your privacy program. This is proof that your organisation is not only aware of the identified privacy issues, but it already has a plan in place to remediate them. The ability to demonstrate this goes a long way to show regulators and auditors that you are clearly on top of your privacy responsibilities.

**Data mapping**

As part of privacy management, there is a time-bound, regulatory enforced requirement to respond to personal information requests from data subjects and consumers, and there is also a similar requirement to respond to data breaches. These requirements can only be effectively fulfilled based on a comprehensive understanding of where, how, and why your organisation uses personal data. This leads to data mapping, a central focus for most privacy programs, and you will no doubt need to conduct a data discovery exercise to identify everywhere that your organisation collects and processes personal information. Then you will need to map the movement of all identified personal data through its lifecycle. Doing this properly in one location is challenging enough, especially when you consider how much personal information is used across functions such as human resources, marketing, operations, and others. Therefore, scaling this globally can become complex quickly and many organisations choose to use excel for this, however, you are well advised to use a proven tool to systematise and automate this process for your global privacy program. Bear in mind that in addition to using this internally for SARs and breach management, you will also have a legal requirement to demonstrate this, for example, according to the Article 30 requirement of the GDPR which states that you must document all processing activities that store and/ or collect personal information.

**Reports**

Your project sponsor, the executive team, and senior management will require various reports from your privacy program. These will vary and will be driven by their specific requirements. Reports regarding risks identified and risks mitigated are standard, and there will be other reports needed to help them understand how privacy is faring across the organisation in general. This is another area where investing in the right privacy management tool is important, as some come with extensive reporting capabilities which should make this part of the project relatively easy.
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Key considerations

Computacenter is a reasonably large organisation consisting of 15,000 people spread across over 10 countries. It is a FTSE 250 listed company, so it is a reasonably large company. One of our key considerations with a large amount of systems and a large amount of data in those systems is making sure that we understand our statutory roles and responsibilities, and that we apply those to the extent that they are applicable under data protection law.

Controller v. processor

Computacenter is an IT services organisation, meaning we will sell you a laptop, or more likely 100 or 1,000 laptops, we will help you set those laptops up, if you would like us to, and we will also provide a service desk, and other services for your users who are using those laptops. On the service desk side, we record the incoming calls from end users for the purposes of quality and monitoring, and anybody who is used to the service will have heard that phrase before. That is our purpose and we are recording that information and retaining that information for a purpose and method determined by Computacenter. We are the controller of that data for that purpose. However, the underlying purpose of that is the contracted service desk purpose, and when we take that information recorded in that call and turn it into a ticket so an engineer will turn up at the end users’ desk and hopefully sort out their problem, we are processor of that data because our customer is determining that purpose, and that means of processing.

One of the ways that large organisations, or any organisation, can provide accountability is by documenting their approach to data protection.

Internal impact

One of the key things under data protection is the accountability principle provided by the General Data Protection Regulation (Regulation (EU) 2016/679) (‘GDPR’). One of the ways that large organisations, or any organisation, can provide accountability is by documenting their approach to data protection. So we are absolutely committed to ensuring that we have the right documentation in place, for example the records of processing, and we have to maintain records of processing both as a controller and as a processor of personal data, and we also have to manage the Data Protection Impact Assessment, which of course, as we know only applies to the data controller of data. So, it is very important to understand whether we are the controller or the processor of that data so that we can maintain and create the right document set.

Recommendations

Let us make no bones about it, it can be very difficult to determine who the controller and who the processor of data is. Very experienced data protection professionals can, after due consideration, arrive at different conclusions. Where it is not clear who is the data controller, who is data processor, or even if there is the existence of joint controllers, after careful consideration, I would advise people to take a purposive approach. What I mean by a purposive approach is to go back to Article 5 of the GDPR, and the principles of data protection, and apply those principles regardless of whether you are a controller or processor to ensure that there is a lawful basis of processing. For example, to ensure that you are only keeping the data for as long as is necessary and that you are only collecting and using the right amount of data. If you take that purposive approach, even if it transpires in the long term that your assessment of whether you are a controller or a processor was not necessarily correct, you will not be that far away from the mark and it be very difficult for anyone to meaningfully criticise you regarding your compliance.
Australia: Complying with the Consumer Data Right

The Consumer Data Right ('CDR') will have the potential to empower consumers, however, it may also increase the regulatory burdens and compliance requirements for businesses generating or collecting data both within and outside of Australia. Katherine Sainty, Director at Sainty Law, provides an overview of the CDR, and discusses what businesses may need to consider in order to be compliant.

On 1 August 2019, the Government of Australia passed the Treasury Laws Amendment (Consumer Data Right) Bill 2019 ('the Bill'), giving Australians greater control and access to their data in certain designated sectors. The Bill has had a tumultuous history, in 2017 the Government announced its intention to create the CDR following the Productivity Commission's inquiry into the use of data, however, the Bill lapsed ahead of the Federal Election. With its reintroduction, the CDR is touted as one of the most significant moves by the Government towards empowering consumers.

The CDR will allow consumers to access their data held by service providers and share it with trusted and accredited third parties, such as banks and comparison sites. The data under the CDR regime will include:

- transaction data, such as data relating to balances and date of transactions;
- customer data, such as data relating to customer details including name, account number, mobile phone, and direct debit account; and
- product data, such as the product type, name, and price.

The CDR will improve competition, consumer choice, and convenience as data can be communicated with third-party comparison sites to increase consumer negotiation power, allowing them to compare products and providers to seek out the best deal for their money.

Service providers are required to give customers open access to data on their product terms and conditions, forcing businesses to be more transparent, innovative, and price competitive on the products offered to consumers.

Where will the CDR apply?
The CDR has a broad geographic application, covering data generated or collected within and outside Australia. The CDR will apply to data collected outside Australia if it is by an Australian company registered under Parts 21.2 or 5B.1 of the Corporations Act 2001, or an Australian citizen or permanent resident.

Who will the CDR apply to?
The CDR will initially apply to the banking sector, before being phased
into the energy and telecommunications sectors. After that, it will gradually apply to other industries on a sector-by-sector basis. The additional sectors required to implement the CDR will be designated by the Treasurer of the Commonwealth of Australia, based on advice from the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (‘ACCC’) and the Office of the Australian Information Commissioner (‘OAIC’).

When will the CDR apply?
The ACCC announced, on 20 December 2019, that its plans to roll out the CDR in the banking sector which will go live on 1 July 2020, enabling consumers to direct major banks to share their data in relation to credit and debit cards, deposit accounts, and transaction account data to accredited recipients of CDR data. Mortgage and personal data will be able to be shared after 1 November 2020, however the ACCC has made it clear that it will continue to consult with various stakeholders, including industry, consumer, and privacy groups, which may alter these intended roll out dates.

Who will regulate the CDR?
Given that the CDR inherently intersects competition and consumer law, as well as privacy law, the CDR will be jointly governed by the ACCC and the OAIC. The ACCC will take the lead when it comes to issues revolving around the designation of new sectors of the economy to be subject to the CDR and the establishment of the relevant rules, whereas the OAIC will regulate on matters concerning privacy and confidentiality, as well as to ensure compliance with the supplementary CDR privacy safeguards, discussed below.

What about privacy?
The CDR privacy safeguards have been specifically designed to include further protection not already covered by the Australian Privacy Principles (‘APPs’) under the Privacy Act 1988. For this reason, the APPs will be ‘switched off’ and substituted with the CDR privacy safeguards for accredited data recipients of CDR data, for example, those who are ‘licensed’ to receive data through the CDR system. However, the APPs will continue to apply to the CDR data held by data holders of the original data that the right to transfer applies to, and to designated gateways who are entities designated as responsible for facilitating the transfer of information between data holders and accredited persons.

What does this mean for your business?
The CDR will initially affect businesses within the banking, energy, and telecommunications sectors, meaning there will be an increased regulatory burden on these organisations. If your business is in the banking, telecommunications, and energy sectors, or has clients in those sectors, then you should be prepared for these changes.

Ensure your privacy safeguards and measures are in place by reassessing your compliance arrangements and checking the status of your current data protection systems to meet the new standards. Businesses should have an adequate functional system in place to respond to consumer data directions when they request access to or transfer of their data. As both consumers and the ACCC can bring an action against you for not complying with the CDR, having a well-established process for dealing with complaints and privacy issues is crucial for the compliance and growth of your business.

Katherine Sainty
Director
katherine.sainty@saintylaw.com.au
Sainty Law, Sydney

Find further Insights like this on the OneTrust DataGuidance Regulatory Research Platform.
Comparing privacy laws: GDPR v. Australian Privacy Act

OneTrust DataGuidance and Mills Oakley have teamed up to produce a GDPR v. Australian Privacy Act Benchmarking Report in order to assist organisations in understanding and navigating the similarities and differences between the GDPR and the Australian Privacy Act, and to help organisations achieve global compliance.

The Privacy Act contains a few similar provisions to the GDPR, for instance, both define special categories of data and outline similar requirements in relation to the right to access and the right to be informed. However, there are also a number of divergences between the two laws, particularly in relations to legal basis, controller and processor obligations, as well as civil remedies.

The Benchmarking Report provides an easy comparison between the two laws in an easily readable format.

To see other Benchmarking Reports available on the OneTrust DataGuidance platform, such as GDPR v. CCPA and GDPR v. Russian Law on Personal Data, head over to: platform.dataguidance.com/research-and-reports.
Key takeaways: GDPR's practical impacts on Australasian businesses

On 25 February 2020, OneTrust DataGuidance held a webinar with Alec Christie and James Wong, Partner and Associate at Mills Oakley Lawyers in Sydney.

The webinar discussed the impact of the GDPR in Australasia. Our speakers outline key considerations for businesses in Australasia, including the extra territorial scope of the GDPR, and mechanisms to ensure compliance, such as geoblocking. Through a discussion of enforcement under the GDPR, and how businesses can manage operations EU, this webinar provides a straightforward guide to the practical implications of the GDPR on Australasian businesses.

Key takeaways

**Territorial scope of the GDPR in Australasia**
For global organisations, Article 3(2) of the GDPR addressing territorial scope provides a central point of determination as to whether the GDPR will apply. In short, the GDPR will apply if a business is offering goods or services in the EU, or monitoring behaviour of data subjects within the EU.

For example, our speakers note that this would apply to companies operating an advertising campaign in the EU without the need for a purchase or exchange of goods. In terms of monitoring behaviour, our speakers highlight the importance of ‘geoblocking’ for companies operating on a multinational basis as businesses need to be prepared to treat the personal data of EU citizens in accordance with the GDPR.

**Steps to achieving compliance with the GDPR**
There are steps Australasian businesses can take to manage compliance with the GDPR. Our speakers note that businesses need to analyse whether they are subject to the GDPR before entering into a GDPR compliance program, as well as ensure they have the technical capability to action compliance. For example, they must be able to fulfil data subject rights, including the right to erasure and access. In addition, our speakers emphasise that businesses need to look at their existing third-party contacts, as the GDPR may also apply to these. Having said this, business may wish to limit the impact of the GDPR, by isolating operations in the EU. Our speakers state that even if an Australasian business is not subject to the GDPR they should still be aware of its requirements when conducting operations in the EU in order to avoid accidental advertising or monitoring.

**GDPR enforcement in Australasia**
Australasian businesses and organisations should be aware that many European countries have signed a reciprocal enforcement of foreign judgments treaty with Australia. In practice, this means that a judgment made in a European court could be enforced in Australia. Therefore, the GDPR may have financial implications for Australasian businesses. As pointed out by our speakers, while the key concepts of privacy law are similar in both Australasian and EU legislation, the GDPR has established formal enforcement mechanisms with substantial fines.

How OneTrust DataGuidance helps
OneTrust DataGuidance™ is the industry’s most in-depth and up-to-date source of privacy and security research, powered by a contributor network of over 500 lawyers, 40 in-house legal researchers, and 14 full time in-house translators. OneTrust DataGuidance™ offers solutions for your research, planning, benchmarking, and training.

OneTrust DataGuidance offers a GDPR Benchmarking tool, which includes California, Brazil, Thailand, Russia, Japan, and which is currently being expanded to include Australia as well as China. The tool assists organisations to understand and examine core requirements under each law in order to determine their consistency for gap analysis and assessment, and contribute to the development of global compliance programs.

OneTrust DataGuidance solutions are integrated directly into OneTrust products, enabling organisations to leverage OneTrust to drive compliance with hundreds of global privacy and security laws and frameworks. This approach provides the only solution that gives privacy departments the tools they need to efficiently monitor and manage the complex and changing world of privacy management.
OneTrust DataGuidance sat down with Raymund Liboro, Privacy Commissioner & Chair at the National Privacy Commission ('NPC'), Philippines in October 2019. Raymund discusses the significance of the NPC's recent decision to participate in the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation Cross Border Privacy Rules ('APEC CBPR') system as well as how the NPC is looking to establish international standards through work with other jurisdictions.

What is the significance of the NPC’s recent announcement of participation in the APEC CBPR system?

Three years ago when we embarked on the journey of building the NPC and guiding industry towards the path of resilience, accountability, compliance, and the practice of ethics, we drew up a roadmap for responsible companies to guide them towards joining, and intrinsic to that roadmap is the adoption of global frameworks. This part of the options that we have, while for global frameworks you have the General Data Protection Regulation (Regulation (EU) 2016/679) ('GDPR') in the EU and other standards, even the Ibero-American network have their own standards. I guess it is really part of the maturing process for organisations in trying to achieve a state of what we call accountability and assurance to their customers and stakeholders.

So, I must say that this is, again, part of and intrinsic to, the overall picture that we are trying to paint for our stakeholders. The good thing is that three years after the introduction of the CBPR, we have decided to enrol in the CBPR because by our appreciation, industries have achieved that certain maturity to accept responsibilities and to level up their game when it comes to accountability and compliance, and the CBPR is definitely one of the standards or frameworks that can be adopted.

How is the NPC working with other jurisdictions to establish international standards?

For achieving accountability or attaining accountability and compliance, and to achieve data privacy resilience, you have to come up with a myriad of approaches. There is no single road, there is no silver bullet in the approach towards achieving those. Again, part of our adoption of global frameworks would also be to engage other jurisdictions in bilateral agreements or partnerships. This signifies the country’s readiness. At the same time, this signifies our intent to seek out other jurisdictions where we can establish a common baseline for cross-border data transfer or responsible data transfer.

The Memorandum of Understanding ('MoU') with Singapore signals the first MoU that we have struck with another jurisdiction. More are coming. We find this vital, we find this very important as again, even establishing these small victories with other jurisdictions proves a lot about our practices in the country, the standards that we maintain, and the recognition of other jurisdictions, and that is very, very important when it comes to international data transfers. So, the MoU again is the easy part coming up with the body, and adding to the body and the spirit of that understanding is the more exciting part. We are already talking about modalities of collaboration, such as our data protection officer ('DPO') sharing best practices with their DPO’s and vice versa.

We are also talking about dual DPO meets and talking about possibilities of sandbox approaches for companies to undertake, if necessary. So, there are many exciting ways on how to go about it. We hope that this would also set the standard for best practices when it comes to establishing bilateral agreements or understanding with another jurisdiction, such as Singapore.

How do you see the new ASEAN Data Protection and Privacy Forum developing?

This is a very exciting space because in our little part of the world, that significant development we will figure out in the next few years in the global privacy sphere. The Association of Southeast Asian Nations ('ASEAN') is composed of ten Member Nations, and the combined population of six of the ASEAN alone, so the Philippines, Singapore, Malaysia, Vietnam, Indonesia, and Thailand, is that of the EU, almost equally.

I think the synergy among the ASEAN Member Nations will be an exciting thing to watch, and there will be really exciting developments in the privacy sphere.

So, in terms of economic activity and in terms of potential transfers of data, you are really talking about a huge market in the ASEAN, and for the ASEAN Members to put it in the agenda, to come up with a framework, and also with an adequate initiation, such as the ASEAN Privacy Forum led by Singapore, the Philippines, and Malaysia, which incidentally are the Member Nations that have comprehensive laws in place.

We are committed to helping our neighbours, such as Thailand and Indonesia, who have all just started their privacy regimes. The Philippines enacted the Data Privacy Act of 2012 (Republic Act No. 10173) (‘the Act’), Thailand enacted their privacy law in 2019, Indonesia is on the way to enacting a comprehensive law, and
the other Member Nations have really shown interest in pursuing their own privacy laws. There is this ten Member Nation which again, the economic potential and the market potential of this region is tremendous.

We are talking now about privacy with other nations that have established their laws beforehand and others are building their laws up. It is a good mix of experience and those who are really trying just to get on board. We have the benefit of learning from the other networks, we have the benefit of learning from decades of practice by other jurisdictions, and other regions, like the EU, but we also have the agility now to introduce more new, exciting concepts and innovation when it comes to data privacy and protection. I think the synergy among the ASEAN Member Nations will be an exciting thing to watch, and there will be really exciting developments in the privacy sphere.

So, while we are just starting everybody is talking about how to be on the same page in a way, how interoperability can be established right at the get go, and how harmonisation can be put on top of each others’ agenda. I guess that really bodes well for the entire region.

What areas have been a focus for the NPC, and what are its priorities for 2020?

For the Philippines, we have been very deliberate in our regulatory approach. We believe in a risk-based approach, an evidence-based approach, and we are very empirical in our approach. So, whilst the Act was enacted in 2012, it was only in 2016 that the NPC was founded and we embarked on a three-year programme then that basically spells out how we will lift privacy in the country and project the Philippines as a responsible place for data. We emphasise awareness, then with time, compliance followed with enforcement. We believe that this is a natural order of things with a more aware citizenry. You would have companies that would see the imperative of complying and being accountable. In 2020, I believe we have a much more aware audience at this time, and they expect a lot from our controllers and processors, and even from the Government.

So, we will continue harnessing and promoting compliance, accountability, and the practice of ethics in all of our stakeholders. One thing for sure is that enforcement would also be found. We have received lots of complaints and we had a 500% increase in complaints in 2019 compared to 2018. People are aware, they are slowly understanding their rights, and they are asserting these rights. As a regulator, we have to respond also to the way they will uphold and assert their rights. Therefore, compliance and enforcement would still be the main focus for 2020.
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On 14 October 2019, the German Data Protection Conference ('DSK') published its future model for the determination of fines for violations of the General Data Protection Regulation (Regulation (EU) 2016/679) ('GDPR'). The aim of the model is to guarantee a consistent level of penalties set by German supervisory authorities in proceedings against companies. Dr. Karsten Krupna, Partner at krupna LEGAL, provides an overview of the scope of application and binding effect of the model of the DSK’s for the calculation of fines and its content, as well as the possible effects of fines and an outlook on the possible consequences for business practice.

Compared to other European countries, the German data protection supervisory authorities have so far been considered very moderate in imposing fines. While the Portuguese data protection authority has imposed a fine of €400,000 and the French data protection authority imposed a €50 million fine, the British Information Commissioner’s Office recently sanctioned a data protection violation with more than €200 million. In contrast, in Germany, since 2018, fines with a total volume of €485,490 have been imposed within one year. According to the ‘Welt am Sonntag’ of May 2019, this amount is based on the information provided by the supervisory authorities from 15 of the 16 federal states. Based on the total amount mentioned above, the average fine imposed in Germany is around €6,000. With these amounts, it is not surprising that the German supervisory authorities have been considered moderate in a European comparison. As far as can be seen, the fact that the application of the framework for setting fines in Germany was perhaps also based on a different self-image of official practice, was not discussed.

Whether a possible misunderstanding between the media perception and the authorities' self-image was also a reason for the step taken by the DSK cannot be determined. The calculation of the fine focuses on the turnover of a company. The DSK considers this as a 'suitable, adequate, and fair starting point for ensuring effectiveness, proportionality, and dissuasion.' For the potentially affected companies, however, the main question arises as to what consequences are to be expected with regard to the level of future fines. In October 2019, the Berlin data protection authority imposed a fine of around €14.5 million on a real estate company. Compared to the aforementioned annual amount from the survey result, this represents an increase of approximately €14 million due to only one case. Is this a taster of the new fining practice in Germany?

Scope and binding effect of the DSK model
The model of the DSK only applies in fine proceedings against companies. Therefore, it is not applicable to fines imposed on ‘associations or natural persons outside their economic activity.’ Lastly, the concept has no binding effect on cross-border cases, other data protection authorities in the EU, or the courts.

Determination of the fine on the basis of the DSK model
The central starting point for the model of the DSK is the previous year’s
turnover of the respective company. This is based on the broad and therefore controversial concept of a company, in line with Recital 150 of the GDPR. The fine will then be determined systematically in the following five steps:

1. the company concerned is allocated to a size class on the basis of its turnover;
2. the average annual turnover for this size class is ascertained;
3. an economic basic value is calculated;
4. a factor for the seriousness of the violation is determined, which is multiplied by the previously ascertained basic value; and
5. the result determined under (4) is adjusted on the basis of other circumstances speaking for and against the company concerned, insofar as these were not yet taken into account in the previous determination.

In detail, the methodology applies as follows.

**Categorisation of companies by size class**

Firstly, the company is allocated to one of four size classes on the basis of an annual turnover table. Within a range of up to €2 million for micro companies (‘A’), the table further classifies between small companies (‘B’), medium-sized companies (‘C’), and large companies (‘D’). D companies are defined as those with an annual turnover exceeding €50 million.

If the class size is defined as a ‘rough framework,’ a more detailed division into subgroups is made within each class. In the case of A companies, i.e. companies with an annual turnover of up to €2 million in the previous year, for example, there are three subgroups, which are described as follows:

- subgroup 1 (‘A.I’): previous year’s turnover up to €70,000;
- subgroup 2 (‘A.II’): previous year’s turnover between €70,000 and €1.4 million; and
- subgroup 3 (‘A.III’): previous year’s turnover between €1.4 million and €2 million.

If, for example, the company concerned had a turnover of €900,000 in the previous year, it must be allocated to the size category of company A and then to subgroup A.II.

By contrast, the largest class in terms of company D contains seven subgroups. These range from a previous year’s turnover between €50 million and €75 million, which is subgroup D.I, to the last subgroup D.VII, in which companies with a previous year’s turnover of more than €500 million are classified.

**Determination of the average annual turnover of the corresponding subgroup**

In the second step, the average annual turnover of the subgroup in which the company was classified is determined. The subgroups for the size class of micro companies are then given the following average annual turnover:

- subgroup A.I: €350,00;
- subgroup A.II: €1,050,000; and
- subgroup A.III: €1.7 million.

Within each size category, A. to D., an average annual value is thus determined for the respective subgroup. There is only one exception for the subgroup D.VII, because from an annual turnover of more than €500 million, the percentage fine of 2% or 4% of the annual turnover is taken as the maximum limit, so that for the respective large enterprise a calculation is made on the basis of the actual turnover.

**Calculation of the basic economic value**

Based on the average annual turnover of the subgroup, the ‘basic economic value’ of the company is now calculated by determining a daily rate. For this purpose, the average annual turnover ascertained for the company concerned is divided by 360 (days).
The following daily rates are then calculated for the subgroups for the size class of A companies:

- subgroup (A.I): €972;
- subgroup (A.II): €2,917; and

By comparison, the daily rate for a company in subgroup D.VI is already €1.25 million. The calculation for the strongest subgroup, in terms of annual turnover, D.VI, is once again special. As in the determination of the average annual turnover, the daily rate is also determined here on the basis of the actual turnover.

**Multiplication of the basic value by the seriousness of the violation**

In the fourth step, the previously determined daily rate is now multiplied by a factor that is intended to reflect the seriousness of the violation. For this purpose, the seriousness of the accusation is firstly determined for the individual case on the basis of the criteria under Article 83 (2) of the GDPR.

The degree of seriousness of the violation is classified in the categories 'minor,' 'medium,' 'serious,' and 'very serious.' For the degree of seriousness, a factor is then ascertained from a table by which the basic value is multiplied. Within the table or, ultimately, in the choice of the multiplication factor, a distinction is made between formal violations according to Article 83 (4) of the GDPR and material violations according to Article 83 (5) and (6) of the GDPR.

If the degree of the offence is assessed as 'serious,' the following multiplication factors result, for example:

- formal violations: 4 to 6, and
- material violations: 8 to 12.

However, in the case of a material and very serious violation, there is no clear limitation of a factor. Moreover, the factor to be multiplied is at least 12, although in this case the factor may not be arbitrarily determined. In any case, the limit is set by the individual case related fine framework.

**Adjustment of the determined fine**

The completion of the calculation methodology for the framework of fines is probably the most interesting step in practice. In this last step, the previously calculated amount of the fine is adjusted on the basis of all circumstances that speak for and against the company concerned, insofar as these have not previously been taken into account when classifying the degree of seriousness and determining the multiplication factor. According to the concept of the DSK, this includes 'in particular all circumstances relating to the violator (cf. the catalogue of criteria of Article 83 (2) of the GDPR) as well as other circumstances, such as a long duration of the proceedings or imminent insolvency of the company.' After this adjustment, the fine is fixed in accordance with the concept.

**Expected effects on the determination of fines in Germany**

The turnover-oriented concept of the DSK is comparable to the Federal Cartel Office ('Bundeskartellamt') guidelines for the determination of fines in antitrust proceedings, which, as is well known, leads to high fines in cartel law. In this tendency, it is to be feared that companies with high turnover in particular will have to expect significantly higher fines. This is at least the case if no significant corrections are made by adjusting the basic value, in step No. 5. The calculation of the daily rate in steps No. 1 to No. 3, and the multiplication of the determined fine in the fourth step of the concept of the DSK, mean that even minor formal violations may result in fines in the millions for companies with high turnover. It is questionable whether, and how in practice, a previously calculated fine in the millions can still result in a fine of €100,000, for example, by means of a correction in step No. 5. In any case, it is to be feared that, despite the possible adjustment, the amount determined in steps No. 1 to No. 4 will at least have a certain 'anchor effect' for the calculation of the final fine. However, it may be assumed with regard to the aim of the concept, that this anchor effect was intended.

**Consequences for practice**

In general, it can be expected that the German data protection authorities will no longer be considered to be moderate in setting the level of fines in the future. Instead, companies will have to be prepared for higher fines, as the most recent fine of €14.5 million imposed in Berlin shows. Should a company come into the focus of a supervisory authority, a cooperative and solution-oriented collaboration is recommended in any case. This is, on the one hand because, according to the law and in the spirit of improving data protection practice, the supervisory authority does not have to impose a fine at all. On the other hand, constructive cooperation allows the supervisory authority to reduce the level of fines.

However, due to the various open aspects in connection with the fine model of the DSK, it can also be assumed that German courts will increasingly deal with the determination of fines, and the proportionality of a fine. In particular, it will have to be clarified whether the previous year's turnover of the company should be a relevant point of reference and whether, despite Recital 150 of the GDPR, an antitrust law definition of a company according to Article 101 and Article 102 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union should be applied. The question also arises as to how the average annual turnover is to be determined for companies which have no turnover from the previous year.

Irrespective of the expected practice of determining fines and the legal questions regarding the fine concept, companies may also attempt to use the DSK's provisions for their own purposes. Thus, the determinations are intended to be a yardstick for companies to carry out their own risk evaluation under data protection law with regard to potential fines in a more substantiated manner and without the general reference to the maximum percentages or amounts in the millions mentioned in Article 83 of the GDPR. Violations in the company identified by internal data protection audits could rather, in line with the concept, at least roughly be determined and summarised by potential fines. This basis could also facilitate the prioritisation of necessary data protection measures and the calculation of any provisions.

The DSK model can even be taken into account in company acquisitions. For example, the buyer can use the concept to assess the data protection violations identified in the course of due diligence at the target, justify the resulting risks more transparently to the seller, and finally, negotiate the identified potential risks of a fine, e.g. within the scope of the purchase price. In the sense of a more concrete evaluation basis, insurers are also likely to be interested in using this model when developing their products.
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OneTrust DataGuidance spoke with Tumi Atolagbe, Information Governance and Risk Advisor at the British Council in November 2019. Tumi shared her views on what guidance is now needed from regulators with regard to the General Data Protection Regulation (Regulation (EU) 2016/679) (‘GDPR’) as well as the key steps taken within the organisation in its readiness for the GDPR.

**What were the key steps taken within your organisation in its readiness program for the GDPR?**

Our department was keen to ensure that the GDPR was not just a one-time thing, a standalone gesture that was a tick-box exercise and then forgotten about. So, in building a compliance program which lasted and was part and parcel of everything that we did, we took the GDPR and Privacy by Design concepts and built them into our project management standards. Now what this means in practice is that as a project driven organisation, key considerations to the GDPR and Privacy by Design must be thought about at the outset of any new project initiation and then woven into the fabric of its implementation.

On an operational level, we took steps to uplift our major contracts to bring them in line with the GDPR requirements with vendors and suppliers. Our internal policies also underwent a transformation program through the Information Governance minimum standards portfolio. Now, what this means is that any internal policies which account for the processing of personal information can adequately guide our employees on what their obligations are when handling that information.

All of this was then backed up by an internal communication strategy. This was designed to convey key messages to the business about what we were doing to prepare for the GDPR. This was done to ensure that we were not just doing this in silo, and actually, we are going to bring the wider business along with us on this journey.

**Since the implementation of the GDPR, have your key focus areas changed in your role?**

Implementing the GDPR was a broad and extensive process. So, as we move forward now, it is about identifying with which tasks we are confident that the business are aware of in terms of their obligations when handling personal information, and that actually, they have got a solid first line of defence approach to their obligations as well.

As we hone in now on what needs more of our focus, it is about preparing our organisation for the Regulation Concerning the Respect for Private Life and the Protection of Personal Data in Electronic Communications and Repealing Directive 2002/58/EC (Regulation on Privacy and Electronic Communications) (‘the Draft ePrivacy Regulation’). We need to consider what the requirements are for this and how will this pose new challenges to the business.

So, as new and emerging technologies become more prevalent, we are now focused on equipping our organisation with the tools needed to deploy these in a privacy strong environment. For example, a key focus area of my role now is to build the artificial intelligence (‘AI’) framework for the British Council. My focus is to do that with privacy at its centre, focus, and core.

**How have you built your program to ensure ongoing compliance?**

Embedding the data protection and privacy requirements into the project management standards means that the organisation is very much aware of what their obligations are under the GDPR. I think having these requirements in the product management standards now means that our organisation can consider everything from a privacy perspective, and this is to ensure now that compliance is ongoing rather than a stand-alone gesture.

I also think that compliance is a two-way street. So, we as a data protection team are readily available to provide advice, assistance, and guidance on data protection matters. However, at the other end we’ve got the project teams who are now mandated on a quarterly basis to report back to do management control checks about how they are complying with the GDPR, and demonstrating this. And these controls cover a number of matters, such as anti-fraud and child protection, but for us an information governance and risk management obviously, the focus for us is data protection.

**Have national variations regarding the derogations permitted for under the GDPR impacted your organisation and in which ways?**

Due to the nature of our organisation, we are vulnerable to national variations, globally but also across the EU, with regard to how those countries have implemented the GDPR. We are an international organisation, we operate in over 100 countries, but looking at the national variations for the GDPR, we are definitely vulnerable in areas such as children’s consent and the age that that consent can be given.

In addition, let’s look at statutory obligations with regard to retention periods and certain records management processes. Germany, for example, is very clear and strict on what their retention periods of applicant data are, such as human resources data and CVs, for example. In the UK, there’s a bit more scope for organisations to decide on what the retention period is. Looking at the statutory obligations, this has a knock-on affect on employment legislation, for example. Employment legislation varies massively across the EU, and this then affects how we have to handle our employee personal information across the organisation.

With all of that, we have a network of information governance advisors, like myself. They operate regionally and we are a team that specialises in global data protection laws. So, as a mandatory minimum, we look
to the UK Data Protection Act 2018 and then conduct local law analysis on which of those are stricter, and then scale those into our regional privacy programs.

**What aspects of the GDPR do you feel require further guidance from the regulators and why?**

As new and emerging technologies such as Big Data analytics and machine learning become more prevalent, organisations such as ourselves definitely feel the pressure to keep up with these and become more agile in how we deliver our goods and services. So, as we explore the benefits of these new, innovative technical processing ideas, what will these looking like in terms of archiving in the public interest or statistical historical and scientific research purposes, and actually with these, what are the ethical considerations for what we should be thinking about when we deploy these new technologies? I also think it is not just about the guidance, the GDPR has given us, such as articles, recitals, and national guidance from data protection authorities. What we need now is case law. We have seen some very high-profile cases with regard to cookies, damages, and what the threshold is for that. And I think what we need with those is now for the regulatory fines to come together and help us signal to our board about the associated risks of getting things wrong.

**How do you expect EU data protection law to continue to develop in the coming years?**

Intellectual property and data protection is a massive area which overlaps. How do we advise our organisation when something is intellectual property and when it is someone’s personal data, when it is both, or how about when it’s neither. We’re trying to communicate our rationale for deciding this to an individual making a request. As I mentioned before, we’ve got new and emerging technologies, and these pose massive and quite niche privacy issues. Original concepts like data controller and data processor, with regard to algorithms, for example, and deciding on processing, what would the future of this look like. And also, we have got the European Commission’s High-Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence. They have given us an assessment list on how to make trustworthy AI, what are the legal guidelines, and what are the technical issues. So yes, that is useful, but something binding across the EU either from the European Union or from national data protection authorities, or even statutory implementation, would definitely be worthwhile in seeing where this area goes in the future.

**Embedding the data protection and privacy requirements into the project management standards means that the organisation is very much aware of what their obligations are under the GDPR.**

Tumi Atolagbe 
Information Governance and Risk Advisor at the British Council

The ‘Thought Leaders in Privacy’ interview series is filmed across the world with leading privacy professionals discussing how privacy connects with businesses and society.

You can now watch all of our ‘Thought Leaders in Privacy’ interviews through the OneTrust DataGuidance Video Hub. platform.dataguidance.com/videohub
Israel: Data protection compliance and loyalty schemes: Part 1

The Israeli Privacy Protection Authority (‘PPA’) has recently published its report1 (‘the Report’) on compliance with the Protection of Privacy Law, 5741-1981 (‘the Privacy Law’) and the Protection of Privacy Regulations (Data Security) 5777-2017 (‘the Regulations’). Dan Or-Hof, Founder of Or-Hof Technology and IP law firm, discusses the Report and what it reveals about the state of compliance concerning privacy and data protection.

While the review behind the Report had focused on various parts of the Israeli economy, the Report only contains findings on loyalty schemes.

Two important deficiencies that the Report highlights:

• local entities and branches of international corporations rely on the privacy and information security practices of their corporate headquarters. They do not implement appropriate controls and measures under Israeli privacy laws; and
• fewer than 50% of the inspected entities secure data adequately.

Over the 2018-2019 period, the PPA conducted a sweeping review on the state of privacy compliance in Israel in relation to the following parameters:

• data protection governance;
• database management;
• information security; and
• outsourcing.

The PPA review is commendable and has raised awareness of privacy and information security compliance. However, as the PPA lacks sufficient enforcement powers and resources, Israeli businesses have yet to achieve adequate compliance levels.

In the framework of the review, sectors inspected were, for example, mental health clinics, educational online platforms for children and educational institutions, data storage services, tourism, non-profit organisations, trade unions, and loyalty schemes.

Of all the sectors inspected, the PPA marked loyalty schemes as one of its most significant regulatory targets. The reason for this lies in the unique characteristics of loyalty schemes, in terms of privacy protection. Loyalty schemes control or process large amounts of sensitive identifiable information about customers, including their consumption habits. They also share such information with third parties and interact with their clientele, either directly or through outsourcing services.

These unique characteristics require loyalty schemes to adhere to strict provisions under the law in relation to all parameters of the compliance review, namely, data protection governance, database management, information security, and outsourcing.

In that sense, though the Report only refers to loyalty schemes, it can shed light on the general state of privacy compliance in Israel.

For the purposes of the compliance review, the PPA set the following compliance scale:

• high level of compliance (80% to 100%);
• medium level of compliance (50% to 80%); and
• low level of compliance (less than 50%).

In accordance with the above scale, the below reviews the parameters, starting from the lowest scoring.

Outsourcing

Out of all the examined parameters, outsourcing was found to have scored the lowest in relation to compliance. According to the Report, 68% of inspected entities have a low and inadequate level of compliance with outsourcing rules. Another 14% have a medium level of compliance, and only 18% comply with the rules satisfactorily.

Deficiencies in relation to outsourcing

The main deficiency concerns the processing of personal information by third parties, while inspected entities had not taken sufficient steps in advance to assess the level of risk to which data subjects might be exposed.

Therefore, the Report suggests that:

• inspected entities that use the services of third parties for processing data must examine the information security risks involved in such engagements beforehand;
• inspected entities must execute a contract with third-party outsourcing service providers, and include all provisions of Article 15(a)(2) of the Regulations. These include the outsourcing service provider’s obligation to report, at least once a year, to the database owner about the service provider’s performance according to the Regulations and the agreement, and notify the database owner when a security event occurs; and
• inspected entities must implement appropriate controls and supervision measures to ensure that the outsourcing service provider processes personal data in accordance to the Regulations and the agreement.

Data protection governance

According to the Report, 35% of inspected entities have a low and inadequate level of compliance
The Report suggests that there is:

- a lack of proper notices in direct mailing activities; and
- data subjects are not informed of their right to request access to their personal data. Notably, the law provides data subjects with right of access to, and rectification of, their personal data. However, database owners are not required to inform data subjects of their right. It would appear that PPA guidance on this matter is not aligned with the provisions of the Privacy Law.

The PPA guidelines suggest:

- mapping all existing databases, and, accordingly, registering unregistered databases or updating existing registrations with the PPA Registrar of Databases;
- ensuring that registered details of databases include the purposes of managing the loyalty schemes and details relating to direct mailing and to the provision of direct mailing services, as applicable; and
- informing and allowing data subjects to exercise their right of access and rectification.

At the conclusion of each review, the PPA required each inspected entity to specify its commitments in writing by an executive officer in relation to remedying all deficiencies identified in the review.

Undoubtedly, the PPA’s review has successfully spurred many businesses into conducting comprehensiva self-assessments, resulting in a considerable improvement in terms of privacy and information security compliance. The PPA will consider examining in the future the relative level of compliance with other loyalty schemes.

---

1. Available, only in Hebrew, at: https://www.gov.il/he/departments/news/customer_clubs__privacy

Part II of this article, where Dan examines the compliance deficiencies highlighted in the Israeli Privacy Protection Authority’s report on the inspection procedure for entities that run educational sites and apps designed for minors, is available now on the OneTrust DataGuidance Regulatory Research Platform.
Uruguay: Decree on protection of data published in Official Gazette

The Decree No. 64/2020 (‘the Decree’) on the Regulation of Articles 37-40 of Law No. 19.670 of 15 October 2018 and Article 12 of Law No. 18.331 of 8 November 2008 (‘the Law’) was published, on 21 February 2020, in the Official Gazette and has been approved by the Council of Ministers. In particular, the Decree contains new provisions on the protection of personal data, and seeks to provide people with a level of protection in line with new technological developments and evolution of forms of data processing.

In addition, the Decree amends the Law with regard to:

- territorial scope;
- personal data breaches;
- data protection officers (‘DPOs’);
- proactive responsibility; and
- security measures.

The Decree also implements the notion of Privacy by Design to ensure that the design of databases, processing operations, applications, and computer systems is made in line with principles including data minimisation, pseudonymisation, consent, and other measures established by the Uruguayan data protection authority (‘URCDP’).

Security measures

Florencia Castagnola, María Sofía Anza, and Angeles Castaingdebat Castro, Partner, Senior Associate and Junior Associate at Guyer & Regules respectively, told OneTrust DataGuidance, “Data processors and controllers must adopt an active role in implementing adequate technical and organisational measures and must assure an adequate treatment of personal data. The adopted measures will need to be documented, periodically reviewed, and evaluated in order to prove their effectiveness. This document will need to be available upon URCDP’s request”.

In particular, the Decree introduces the concept of Privacy by Design and notes that the person in charge of processing must incorporate into the design of databases, processing operations, applications, and computer systems, measures aimed at complying with personal data protection regulations.

For instance, the technical and organisational measures adopted can include pseudonymisation and data minimisation, mechanisms to ensure the exercise of the data subject rights, and documentation of consent or other fundamental legal basis to the treatment of personal data. Moreover, the Decree notes that, due to the importance and volume of information processed by multiple organisations and possible security breaches, it is essential to establish a clear regime regarding the procedures to be performed in the event of such a breach.

Guillermo Duarte, Senior Associate at Bergstein Abogados, told OneTrust DataGuidance, “According to the Decree, the party responsible for the treatment of the data affected must communicate the breach to the URCDP within the next 72 hours of having become aware of the breach. This communication must contain relevant information such as the date of the breach, its nature, the personal data affected, and the possible impacts. Further, a notification must be made to the data owners in a clear and simple language. Finally, once the breach has been solved, a detailed brief must be filed with the URCDP describing the breach and the security measures adopted. This applies both to public and private entities without distinction.”

Scope of Application

Castagnola, Anza, and Castaingdebat Castro added “In accordance with the Law and the Decree, the Uruguayan legal and regulatory framework is applicable in the following cases if the processing of personal data is conducted by a processor or controller located in Uruguay. The
Decree specifically sets forth that the person or entity responsible will be deemed as located in Uruguay when a stable activity is conducted within the country:

entities from the private sector which did not previously fall within the scope of the Law will now have to comply with its obligation.

The Uruguayan legal and regulatory framework applies if the processing of personal data is conducted by a processor or controller located outside of Uruguay, if:

- the processing activities are related to the offering of goods and services directed to Uruguayan inhabitants (according to the Decree, this will be evaluated through elements like the use of language, references to payment in national currency or references to related services offered in Uruguayan territory);
- the processing activities are related to the monitoring of the behaviour of Uruguayan inhabitants;
- established by international public law dispositions or set forth in a contract (contracting parties cannot exclude the application of the Law when processing activities fall within its scope); or
- means located in Uruguay are used for said processing (such as information and communication networks, data centres, and informatics infrastructure in general as stated in the Decree.)

As a consequence of the above, entities from the private sector which did not previously fall within the scope of the Law will now have to comply with its obligation (including the registration of data bases before URCDP).”

Data Protection Impact Assessment (‘DPIA’)

Under the Decree, the person or entity in charge of the treatment on personal data must carry out, prior to the start of the treatment and if necessary, an evaluation of the impact on the protection of personal data if the treatment involves, among other things, sensitive data as main business, personal information from vulnerable groups, treatment of personal data for purposes of data subject profiling, international transfers of data for which there is no adequate level of protection and large volume of personal data.

In addition, the Decree notes that DPIAs must contain, at a minimum:

- a systematic description of the treatment performed and its purpose;
- an evaluation of the treatment in relation to compliance with personal data protection regulations;
- an evaluation of the risks to the rights of the data subject; and
- a detailed list of security measures and mechanisms to demonstrate compliance.

DPO appointment

Duarte continued, "The DPO is responsible for formulating, designing and implementing data protection policies, monitoring the compliance with local legislation and regulation, and serving as a link to the URCDP. The Decree restated the requirements of the Law. That is, the entities required to appoint a DPO are public bodies (state or non-state) and private entities owned fully or partially by the State, private companies whose core business entails treating sensitive data (race and ethnic heritage, political preferences, religion, union affiliation, and information relative to health or sexual preference), and private companies who treat large amounts of data (i.e. more than 35,000 individuals). The Decree clarifies the Law's reference to sensitive data and sets forth what is understood as large amounts of data. The appointment of a DPO must be communicated to the URCDP within the first 90 days, from the date in which the data processing activities started." The Decree entered into force on 21 February 2020.
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Republic of North Macedonia: New law is "almost entirely aligned with GDPR"

The Directorate for Personal Data Protection (DZLP) announced, on 18 February 2020, that the Parliament of the Republic of North Macedonia (Parliament) had adopted, on 16 February 2020, the Law on Personal Data Protection 2020 ("the Law"). In particular, the Law seeks to harmonise national data protection legislation with the General Data Protection Regulation (Regulation (EU) 2016/679) ("GDPR"), even though North Macedonia is not an EU Member State. The Law applies to wholly or partially automated personal data processing, and addresses controller or processor establishment in the territory of the Republic of North Macedonia, as well as whether the data is processed on the territory of the Republic of North Macedonia or beyond its borders.

Derogation from GDPR
Anna Rizova and Zhulieta Markova, Partner and Associate respectively at Wolf Theiss, told OneTrust DataGuidance, "The Law is almost entirely aligned with the GDPR, but derogations are mainly introduced in terms of procedure and for certain specific data processing situations. The following derogations and special rules under the Law are to be noted [among others]:

- lower threshold for the exemption from keeping records of processing activities;
- special requirements for data protection officers, including fluency in Macedonian;
- the requirements for personal data transfers envisaged in the Law do not apply to transfers from North Macedonia to countries within the EU/EEA, which are subject only to notification before the Agency for Personal Data Protection ("the Agency"). Transfers to third countries, on the other hand, should comply with the transfer requirements set out in the Law (similar to the relevant provisions of the GDPR) and also require the prior approval of the Agency;
- unless explicitly required by law, the processing of health, genetic, and biometric data requires the prior approval of the Agency, even if it is based on the data subjects' consent; and
- processing for direct marketing purposes can only be conducted based on the data subject's consent."

Lawful grounds for processing
Article 10 of the Law contains the legal basis for the lawful processing of data. These are data subject consent, the fulfilment of a contract to which the data subject is party, legal obligations of the controller, the protection of the vital interests of the data subject or another person, public interest or the performance of a public function as established by law. The Law also provides the controller's legitimate interest or the legitimate interest of a third party as a lawful ground for processing, except where such interest overrides the interests or the underlying rights and freedoms of data subjects, especially when the data subject is a child.

In addition, Article 11 of the Law sets out the terms of consent. If consent is given in writing, the request for consent must be presented in a way that can be clearly distinguished from other terms, and it must be comprehensible and easy to understand.
In case of a child under the age of 14, processing is legal only if consent is given by the child’s legal representative.

**Transforming the DZLP**

Gjorgji Georgievski and Marija Serafimovska, Partner and Associate at ODI Law, told OneTrust DataGuidance, "Under the Law, the existing data protection regulatory authority, DZLP, is transformed into the Agency. The Agency is empowered with much broader competencies than its predecessor to oversee the enforcement of the Law, investigate breaches of the Law, and bring legal proceedings where necessary. [The Agency’s mandate] includes to:

- promote awareness of the risks, rules, safeguards and rights pertaining to personal data (especially in relation to children);
- advise national and governmental institutions on the application of the Law;
- hear claims brought by data subjects or their representatives, and inform data subjects of the outcome of such claims;
- establish requirements for Data Protection Impact Assessments (DPIA);
- encourage the creation of codes of conduct and review certifications;
- authorise model clauses and Binding Corporate Rules;
- keep records of sanctions and enforcement actions; and
- fulfil any other tasks related to the protection of personal data."

In addition, if the DPIA shows that the processing will cause a high risk to data subjects, controllers must consult the Agency prior to the processing. Furthermore, in case of a personal data breach, the controller must notify the Agency immediately and not later than 72 hours after learning about it, unless it is likely that the breach will not result in a risk to the rights and freedoms of individuals. With regard to enforcement, Georgievski and Serafimovska added, “The Agency is empowered to impose administrative fines to a controller or processor in breach of the rules of up to 4% of the annual worldwide turnover of the preceding financial year. Additionally, an individual who has suffered harm as a result of the unlawful processing of their personal data has the right to receive compensation from the controller or processor for the harm suffered.”

**Way forward**

Rizova and Markova continued, “Ensuring compliance with the Law will be a complex and time-consuming process, which will require the involvement of different stakeholders within the company. Practical measures should be taken, such as adopting the required internal documentation and putting in place appropriate technical and organisational measures. Taking into account that compliance with the new legal framework cannot be achieved overnight, Parliament has envisaged a transitional period of 18 months for companies to align their operations with the new requirements.”
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The Law is almost entirely aligned with the GDPR, but derogations are mainly introduced in terms of procedure and for certain specific data processing situations.
Malaysia: PDPA amendments include introduction of data breach reporting

The Department of Personal Data Protection ('PDP') released, on 14 February 2020, Public Consultation Paper No. 10/2020 – Review of Personal Data Protection Act 2010 (Act 709) (‘the Consultation Paper’) which provided the proposed amendments (‘the Amendments’) to the Personal Data Protection Act 2010 (‘PDPA’). In particular, the Amendments include expanding the PDPA’s application to data processors, requiring data users to report incidents of data leakage to authorities, expanding data subject rights, and facilitating the cross-border transfer of personal data.

Key takeaways for businesses
Jillian Chia, Partner at Skrine & Co., told OneTrust Dataguidance, “[B]usinesses should be aware that the Consultation Paper proposes obligations on data users to appoint a data protection officer (‘DPO’), the reporting of data breach incidents, and the implementation of certain measures, such as data portability, Privacy by Design and security from data collection endpoints. [In addition,] the possible introduction of civil litigation against a data user is a major point […] Previously, there was no right of civil action as actions could only be taken by the Public Prosecutor against a data user for breach of the PDPA. [Furthermore,] the proposed extension of the PDPA to Federal and State Governments is a key point to be noted. [The] non-application of the PDPA to Federal and State Governments is presently seen as one of the flaws or loopholes in the existing PDPA, given that government agencies process a substantial amount of personal data.”

Ensuring Compliance
The Amendments introduce a number of new obligations for data users, including, among other things, the appointment of a DPO, the establishment of a Do Not Call Registry, and the requirement for data users to provide a clear mechanism on the way to unsubscribe from online services.

these Amendments impose additional compliance obligations on businesses and would be likely to increase compliance costs.

Adlin Abdul Majid, Partner at Hishammuddin Allen & Gledhill, highlighted, “[…] these Amendments impose additional compliance obligations on businesses and would be likely to increase compliance costs.” In addition, Chia noted, “In respect to data transfers, it is proposed that no white-listed countries are to be included, meaning transfers out of Malaysia may only be undertaken where exceptions apply, e.g. consent,
the performance of the contract, [...] and this may potentially be burdensome for businesses and be a hindrance to the exchange and sharing of data for commercial purposes.”

Chia also commented, “[T]he possible exemption of business contact information from compliance with PDPA (or clarifies the scope of application), and the exception to allow data users to make the first direct marketing call may be welcomed by marketers as this sheds some restrictions on the usage of data for marketing purposes.”

**Adequacy**

Malaysia has not been recognised by the European Commission as providing adequate protection for personal data. However, as outlined within the Consultation Paper, many of the Amendments have been adopted from other data protection legislation, including the General Data Protection Regulation (Regulation (EU) 2016/679) (‘GDPR’). Chia further discussed that, “While the Amendments are indeed a step in bringing the PDPA more in line with European standards, given the stringent criteria to achieve adequacy status, it remains to be seen whether these amendments alone would be sufficient.”

Moreover, Majid further highlighted, “[T]he revision of the PDPA is intended to be in line with the requirements in the GDPR. Many of the requirements in the GDPR are proposed to be introduced into the PDPA, such as Privacy by Design and imposing direct compliance obligations on data processors, although some GDPR requirements are notably absent, such as the right to be forgotten.”

**Gaps and limitations**

Finally, Chia clarified, “[T]here are no provisions in respect of the independence of the PDP, i.e. a supervisory authority independent from the government to enforce the PDPA. [In addition,] the [proposed] breach reporting requirements do not mention whether this would extend to the reporting of breaches to data subjects. [Furthermore,] while the extension of protection for data subjects is a welcomed objective, some of the proposed measures will significantly increase compliance costs. It is hoped that the revisions will be able to achieve a balance between protecting data subjects and imposing undue financial burden on data users particularly small- and medium-sized businesses.”

**What’s Next?**

Majid concluded, “[T]he revision outline is drafted in a general manner and does not set out in detail each requirement that would be introduced or amended. While this gives a broad overview of changes that will come about, it is important to also set out the scope of each requirement, to allow assessment of each requirement and potential practical issues arising. We hope that there will be a second public consultation, with details of the Amendments fully set out. All in all, this public consultation paper is a good step forward in bringing the PDPA to be in line with international standards.”

The first public consultation is taking place from 14 February to 10 March 2020.
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Key takeaways: Schrems II Case: The AG’s Opinion

On 4 February 2020, OneTrust DataGuidance held a webinar with Julia Bonder-Le Berre, Senior Privacy Counsel at Hewlett Packard Enterprise, and Claire François, Counsel at Hunton Andrews Kurth LLP.

This webinar looked at the Advocate General (‘AG’) of the Court of Justice of the European Union’s (‘CJEU’) Opinion in the so called ‘Schrems II’ case. This webinar explored, among other topics, data transfers, the validity and effectiveness of standard contractual clauses (‘SCCs’) and the EU-US Privacy Shield mechanism. Our speakers discussed the Opinion by addressing four key questions, and offered insight to look ahead at the practical implications of the AG’s Opinion whilst awaiting the final decision from the CJEU.

**Key takeaways**

**SCCs are valid**

Our speakers discuss the importance of the safeguards provided by SCCs and how organisations can manage implementation. While SCCs compensate for deficient data protection standards to facilitate data transfers, the validity of SCCs depend on the safeguards the clauses provide. According to the AG’s Opinion, it is advisable that organisations approach the use of SCCs on a case-by-case basis with consideration of third-country national law and the practical implications of terms on importers and exporters of data.

In particular, organisations should address the capabilities of each side to implement safeguards, and need to be well equipped to facilitate the adoption of safeguards and manage any obstacles that may restrict the terms of a SCC.

**SCCs should not be considered a ‘tick box’ exercise**

Our speakers highlight that when working with SCCs, both parties involved in a transfer of data need to ensure the other is capable of compliance. In the view of the AG Opinion, SCCs should not be signed without insurance or guarantee that the other party will comply in practice. Our speakers note by way of example that businesses could conduct regular audits of major vendors to check compliance with relevant clauses.

**BCRs and alternative derogations**

Within the discussion, our speakers consider potential alternatives to SCCs. With reference to the decision taken by the CJEU in 2015 which invalidated the EU-US Safe Harbor framework, our speakers highlighted that the use of Binding Corporate Rules (‘BCRs’) continue to enable data transfers within an organisation. In addition, alternative mechanisms to legitimise data transfers, such as derogations in relation to consent or contracts with data subjects, are subject to narrow interpretation.

**The role of the Ombudsperson is not an adequate safeguard**

With recognition that the AG’s Opinion did not make a direct ruling on the impact or legitimacy of the EU-US Privacy Shield mechanism, our speakers note that there is still uncertainty. For example, the establishment of an Ombudsperson does not offer data subjects right to access, erasure, or rectification. In addition, the decisions taken by the Ombudsperson are not subject to independent judicial review.
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